Chrome Enterprise Recommended Solution Overview with CrowdStrike Falcon LogScale

CrowdStrike - We Stop Breaches.

Organizations today face an onslaught of attacks across devices, identity and cloud workloads, possibly have unknown and unmanaged devices, and even a lack of staff to handle the alerts and manage systems. It isn’t always clear where the next threat will come from, but as you steer your enterprise through an increasingly complex threat landscape, you need to be ready to thwart cyber attacks from the edge to the cloud and everywhere in between.

The integration between CrowdStrike Falcon LogScale and Google Chrome help organizations get additional visibility into managed Chrome Enterprise Browsers and Devices.

Falcon LogScale helps customers to ingest and analyze their logs. It’s known for its speed and scalability as well as the ability to work across multiple data sources regardless of their structure.

Discover the benefits

A Radical New Approach Proven to Stop Breaches

Defense-in-depth Protection:
  - Protect and/or address blind spots where CrowdStrike Falcon agents aren’t deployed

Correlated Intelligence:
  - Correlation of Chrome security events with CrowdStrike Falcon Host and Intelligence data in Falcon LogScale enable context enrichment from other applications and platform logs

Automated Remediation:
  - Automated notifications and Remediations using Falcon LogScale’s built in actions such as webhooks enabling Security Operations and Incident Response functions.

Available events

- Enterprise password reuse
- Unsafe site visit
- Malware downloads/uploads
- File uploads/downloads
- Sensitive data transfer (available to BeyondCorp Enterprise customers)
- Log-in events
- Password breaches
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